WIAS - WHITE

PAPILIO Inkjet Media
Inkjet Aqua-Slide Decal paper
Printing and Application Instructions
New Formula July 2002

This paper can be used to make
WHITE water slide decals.
To make CLEAR decals
use our Clear Decal Paper.
For improved result the paper in this kit can now be
use with Krylon Clear Acrylic spray or use our LLA UV
spray or use clear decal fixative.

To make WHITE water slide decals
1) Copy/Print on to the Glossy Side
2) Spray the decal using clear acrylic spray.
Follow instructions on spray can.
If you are using our clear decal fixative then
Let the first coat (the puddle) sit on the decal
for about 20 seconds and gently move the
puddle around on the decal the first few
seconds then wait. Then without applying any
pressure on the decal use the foam pad to
move the excess fluid off and over the edge of
the paper on to a piece of cardboard and

Item:

WIAS8511KK

Media

Pre-coated Water Slide Decal

Media Type

Inkjet

Color

White

Printers

Most Desk Top Inkjet

discard, leaving a thick and even coating on the
image. Let dry for at least 8 hours or over night.
Second coat may not be needed at all.

Applying the decal.
Cut out the image with scissors. Dip in warm
water (not hot). The paper will roll up and then
straighten out again.
When the film starts to loosen from the paper,
place the paper on the substrate to be decorated,
and slide the paper from under the decal.
Work out air bubbles with decal squeegee and
let dry. It is important to remove all water and air.
Note: White clouds may appear in the clear film
(may be slightly opaque) However the decal will
turn completely clear over the period of 24 to 48
hours.
DO NOT cut out the decal first and then apply the
solution as the edges of the paper will absorb the
liquid making it impossible later to slide the decal
off the paper.

Read all instructions carefully before use. If you hold the narrow (thin) end of the foam pad the maximum pressure
you can put on the decal is the gentle force that slightly bends the foam pad. Decal solutions are not to be used by
minors. Use the clear decal solution in a well ventilated area. Do not print with high resolution when making white
decals as the white fixative may then make the ink the colors run or bleed together. White and clear decal fixative
may be difficult or impossible to remove from cloths or other items when dry. Do not thin the clear decal fixative.
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For complete updated list of our media and to order on line go to WWW.PAPILIO.COM
As a precaution do not use this kit if you are pregnant or nursing a baby.

Disclaimer: We have tested our media in various personal inkjet printers with good results. The user of this paper/film must determine the
suitability of this product before beginning production, using his equipment and method of application. The Sellers and Manufactures
maximum obligation shall be to replace paper/film that has been found to be defective. Neither the manufacturer nor the seller shall be held
liable for any injury, direct or consequential, arising out of the use of, or inability to use this paper/film.

